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Visual Essay
Every building tells a story. Yet, only a few stories earn the right to posterity.
Thence, when it happens, history becomes potentially a contestable place.
The German Pavilion is an example of this phenomenon. The turmoil
from design process to its dismantlement became a contested narrative by many
scholars of the field. Then, one day, the canon took the unexpected turn: they
carried out the reconstruction of the pavilion in 1986. Therefore it happened:
“Behold, the official resurrection of the Modern Movement!”
A new era is reproduced. In the culture of the diffused image where
architecture is duplicable and facts are blurred with fiction, mythology tends to
thrive in these liquid modern times. Confronted with a labyrinthine ad nauseam
case, that is, the overwhelming viewpoints and conflicting interpretations
manifested by scholars, media and historiographical uncertainties, I felt that there
was still an untold story. A story that is not described anywhere; let alone the
leaflet that is at your disposal when you enter the roofed space of the pavilion.
This story may well be the antidote I was looking for. It seems to be hiding
behind the holes of the travertine stone walls. And if you are attentive enough,
it may secretly whisper to you. Or is it just the wind tunnel effect? I am drawn
to auscultate this unheard voice and listen to this inner sound, for there laid the
infra-story yet to be unraveled.
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Instruments of Thought
The experimental film, titled Mies-en-scène, is inspired by the multiplicity of
readings - including my own. First, they were translated into a sequence of moving
images. Then, they became strategic variables within a chronological timeline, i.e.
the historical occurrences, and thus activating a dialogue with history.
As a way to progress with the plot the film i came up with a strategy of
linking elements that would trigger each scene’s main subject matter or develop
to the next one. I named this strategy Instruments of Thought (opposite page);
instrumenta that may appear directly or indirectly in the sequence of the plot
function as metaphorical objects in relation to the design process of MvdR
Pavilion and to Mies himself.
Using everyday objects and punctual domestic scenes, the film alludes
to the conceptual house that the pavilion was meant to be. Yet, those habitual
behaviors within the different compartments of the house accompanied by
the usual objects that one utilizes are all, somehow, subverted to engage in an
intertwined relationship between historical facts, collective memory and fiction
of the pavilion.
All of these poetic images, intrinsically charged with an enigmatic nature, are
actions that came into being by way of performance or installation art; ultimately
they were meant to be recorded and seen through the cinematic framework. These
moving images were deployed in the film by a process of delirious associations.
As a result, they form part of a fictional narrative that was deliberately inserted into
the chronological timeline as a way of disturbing the already contested history of
the pavilion. It prompts the audience’s interpretation, thus activating a dialogue
with history.
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1. Drawing ink
2. Key Plan, stainless steel laser-cut plate, thk= 2mm.
3. Orange fruit.
4. Stainless steel commercial weights of 100, 50, 20, 10, 5 gr.
5. Custom made leather folder sealed with MR90 wax stamp..
6. Montecristo nº 1 cigar.
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